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TACO MARINE EXHIBITING AT IBEX BOOTH #2343  
 

Products exhibited will be Rub Rail, Seating and Pedestals, LED Lighting, Sport Fishing Accessories 
 
Louisville, KY  September 15-17, 2015 – Taco Marine, developing innovative products for the marine industry 
for over five decades will participate as an exhibitor at IBEX taking place at the Kentucky Exposition Center, 
Louisville, KY in booth #2343.  
Within the past year Taco Marine has introduced a new line of LED lights that include low-draw, hard-wired 
waterproof (non-submersion) Flood, Spreader, Spot and T-top lights along with Deck lights for Flat Mount and 
Pipe Mount. All lights are designed for 12-24V applications and come with an 8-foot power cable and USCG, 
ISO and SAE certified for Ignition Protection. This year at IBEX 2015, Taco Marine will be introducing an 
industry-first: telescopic and internal multiple line carbon fiber outrigger poles that will extend 16’ yet be lighter 
and stiffer than any aluminum pole. With this pole the bait being trolled will have a more natural action through 
the water and will eliminate whipping motion in rough seas. Taco Marine will also introduce a low-profile Shock 
Mitigation Seat Pedestal. This new design absorbs shock and vibration to minimize fatigue on boater’s neck, 
shoulder, back and legs but does so in a low profile version that is needed in many popular types of boats. The 
popular Neptune II Leaning Post has been redesigned with a new removable bag that offers excellent storage 
for all your gear. It is made of highly durable 1000 Denier fabric and ballistic nylon bottom which make it 
waterproof from underneath along with Marine Grade YKK zippers. Due to its sleek , well-constructed design 
and shoulder carrying strap, the bag is easy to remove from the leaning post allowing the bag to travel to and 
from the boat. Be sure to stop by our booth #2343 to view the full assortment of quality products that Taco 
Marine has to offer. 
 
“Our aim is to provide application solutions for our customers along with the highest quality standards and with 
excellent service”, noted Mike Kushner, Vice President of Sales. 
 
About Taco Marine 
Taco Marine, a division of Taco Metals, Inc is a family-owned and operated company headquartered in Miami, 
Florida Taco Marine has a range of product categories that include Rub Rail and Marine Extrusions, Hinges 
and Latches, Marine Canvas and Metal Fabrication Components, Seating, Sport Fishing products and LED 
Lighting. All Taco Metals products are backed by their industry leading warranties and guaranteed to provide 
years of trouble-free use. . For convenience, please visit our website which include plenty of product 
knowledge videos, installation instructions and tips and other helpful information. 
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